Abstract. As making questions from text is a time-consuming and tedious task in distance education, we proposed the automatic question generation system that makes true-false questions from a text input. After reading an informative line from the text which is a true sentence, various false sentences are made not only exchanging the main terminology in the true sentence with antonym but also negating the true sentence. The question test is obtained by relocation of true sentences and false ones randomly.
Introduction
In distance learning, it is a time-consuming and tedious job that exporters make various kinds of questions, such as multiple choice question, cloze question, or truefalse question, from a text. A multiple choice question generation system makes a set of a question, a correct answer, and several distractors after reading a text to measure students' achievement and to learn a specific topic [1, 2] . To make several distractors, a question generating system looks for several antonyms of the correct answer on dictionaries, such as Wordnet, or ontology and uses antonyms for distractors in this question [3, 4] . A cloze question generation system makes the question which consists of three elements: a stem (a sentence to be deleted a word), a target word (a correct answer), and several distractors (several wrong answers) after reading a text input [5] . The cloze question known as fill-in-the-blank is suitable for testing the student's ability to find the better word to fit a sentence. In a true-false question generating system, it selects true sentences or false sentences from database and the relocates the selected sentences with mixed sentences to supply different question tests whenever applicants try to take tests [6] . Before relocating the selected question, the tedious task to make true-false question from a text is achieved in advance.
In this paper, we propose the automatic true-false question generation system that chooses an informative sentence from the text, exchanges the keyword in the sentence with antonym to make false sentence, and then makes true or false question. Another method to make a false sentence is adding negative adverb to verb in the true sentence. Finally, the system produces mixed true sentences and false ones for applicants.
An automatic question generation system
In an automatic question generating system, it consists of client, sever, and database. Server has two parts: one is the part of an automatic question generation and the other is the part of question selection. To make true-false questions, the first part reads an informative line which is a true sentence from a text. And then it chooses a keyword in the true sentence and finds an antonym of the keyword in a dictionary and exchange the keyword with the antonym to make a false sentence. Finally, it saves both a true sentence and a false sentence into the database. And then the second part selects true sentences and false sentences from the database to make question tests for applicants. The Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of making question tests in an automatic question generation system. 
Algorithm for making true or false question
In the first phase to make true or false question, true sentences and false ones must be made by the input texts before selecting sentences. The ways to make several false sentences are replacing key word by antonym or wrong word, adding a negative adverb to verb, and so on. For example, input text, "UDP is connectionless protocol" makes two false sentences: "TCP is connectionless protocol" for replacing UDP with TCP and "UDP is not connectionless protocol" for adding a negative adverb "not" next to the verb "is". Each set of a true statement and several false ones with answers, such as, '1', or '0', is stored in database to make question test at the next phase.
There are two steps in the second phase. The first step is to extract suitable numbers of true-false sentences with corresponding answers from database. The last one makes question tests with both true-false sentences and their answers for applicants.
Algorithm for true and false questions in the automatic question generation system is the followings:
[
Step 1] Read files, such as a source file, a verb dictionary file, and a noun dictionary file, and save them into three arrays, such as a source array, a verbDic array, and a nounDic array. [ Step 2] Read a line from the source array one by one and save this line and its answer 1 into a questionArray. 
Implementations and Discussion
The algorithm for generating true and false questions is implemented on environments of JDK. There are three cases in the implementation. The first is the case of no detection of a verb that has value 3, the next case is the case of replacement that makes a false sentence with value 0, and the last is the case of adding 'not' that makes a false sentence with value 0. Fig. 2 shows the first and the second cases and Fig. 3 shows the first and the third cases. 
Conclusions
Making question is a time-consuming and tedious task after reading a text for examiners. To help them, we proposed the automatic question generation system to output true or false question from a text automatically. In this system, false statements are made from the true statement by replacing key word by antonym or wrong word and adding a negative adverb to verb. And the final question tests are provided by selecting true sentences and false sentences for applicants.
